St. Clair O’Connor Community

Community News
National Nursing Week (May 10May 16, 2020):
Thank you to all of the frontline
skilled nursing care staff. Your
dedication to ensuring the safety and
well-being of residents in your care
makes you true heroes!

It was the darkest time, we were
scared of being infected by COVID, but
nothing can be weightier than our
mandates bestowed to our profession.

This has driven us to carry out our
duty; although we felt fear, we did not
withdraw from the threats of the
COVID Virus; meanwhile, without
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everyone's understanding and
support, we could not fight to the end.
Appreciation Message:
The Board Chair's call and message of
appreciation and ongoing support
warmed each frontline staff.
At this time, we also would like to
highlight our thanks to:
Neighbouring Townhome Residents:
Across the street, the St. Clair Ave. E.,
Townhome Residents and supporters
have been kind and faithful, boosting
our spirits and renewing our
determination and strength every
evening. No matter rain or shine, cold
or hot, they are out banging pots and
pans conveying the message that

they stand by and encourage us in
combating COVID. The synchronized
percussions and sounds of cheering
echoing and reverberating through
our halls, intermingled with the love
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and joy and sense of connection felt
by all residents and staff.
Thanks to SCOC Community
Residents:

The SCOC Townhome and
surrounding area families have been
banging their pots and pans as a sign
of acknowledgment and means of
support and inspiration to all
residents and staff during this
difficult time.

SCOC Residents receiving the cheers
and pot banging with smiles.
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Thanks to Police Officer Margaret
from 55 Division:
Officer Margaret sent love, hugs and
support via these exquisite
ornaments to encourage LTC

residents to combat COVID. As
residents approached the Nursing
Station, they looked at and read the
words of love and support countless
times.
Thanks to Residents:
We would like to thank and
acknowledge our residents for their
support and cooperation when it
came to the daily screening and
donning a mask, and coming to the
front lobby to get tested.
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Virtual Programs:
We were 'all in this together' and
working together during the
unprecedented and challenging time
of this COVID-19 pandemic. All
community based programs were
placed on hiatus, including our Adult
Day Program Services. All visitations
except for essential visitors were
suspended. Life Enrichment staff
were redeployed to screening and
delivering food. However, even
during these challenges, we found joy
and a way to celebrate leisure time
with residents. Recreational programs
were modified to be delivered
virtually via Zoom, using phones,
tablets and computers. Exercise and
variation of Bingo games and trivia,
such as fun dog and bird facts, were
prepared. Virtual Chaplain Services
offered bible study and prayers for
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the current crises. Education and
Coronavirus updates, handwashing
and other videos were presented
online. Community members and
families have also been joining in the
zoom programs to spend time and
have fun with their parents and loved
ones.
The Courtyard Concerts brought live
music to entertain the residents who
could access the concert live and
socially distanced in the courtyard or
viewed from a courtyard facing
window or balcony. The event was
also simulcast live through Zoom and
recorded for on-demand playback.

Virtual Services meant that the LTC
residents were able to connect with
their families via Skype, Zoom or
phone calls, and the families were
connected with their loved ones
thorough virtual visits.
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Father's Day Celebration
All male residents were asked in
advance to take a fun photo, and all
that was mentioned to them in
advance was that it was for Father's
Day. Those who participated were
surprised by the staff that printed and
designed a fun Bobblehead craft for
each participant.
Robert
Cardwell is
shown
displaying
his
personalized
Bobblehead
consisting of
a picture of
the
resident's head with a cartoon body.
Conveying Joy & Courage from
Toronto United Mennonite Church:
The Senior Women of TUMC
organized and prepared Yellow Daisy
flowers symbolizing optimism and
joy, and to let each SCOC household
know that they are remembered. Judi
and Erna, on behalf of TUMC,
delivered flowers door to door to
everyone in the apartments,
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Townhouses and the LTC Home. The
response from all the residents was

very touching, and they said that this
gesture brought so much joy to them
and that they appreciated it sincerely.

Teamwork Makes the Dream
Work!
We extend our support and
appreciation to the following team
members who have been integral as
part of our dream work builders!
SCOC Hairdresser-Glenys:
Join us in warmly welcome our new
arrival, SCOC Hairdresser Glenys. The
picture was taken on the day she
started to serve at SCOC.
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care to meet the residents' needs
during our battle with COVID-19. She
was working side by side with the
team. Her passion and dedication to
the caring of our residents were
invaluable. We will miss and
remember all her hard work and
emulate the work ethics she had
brought into us. We wish her success
in each step of her future
endeavours.

PSW Supporter-Gidey via TCLHIN

We want to use this platform to give
thanks to the TCLHIN for sending us
Mrs. Gidey as we were struggling with
a shortage of staffing. Since her
arrival, Mrs. Gidey had been pouring
all of her heart into delivering the

SCOC Web Designer- Martha Castillo
As you are
browsing on
the SCOC
webpage,
you may
not know
that the
web layout
and design
come via the creativity of web
designer Martha.
She has over 15 years of experience
working in digital marketing and
communications. Martha started as
an Imaging Production Artist in a
Stock Photo Agency. Through selflearning and experience, her role
evolved into a Marketing Manager
role at the Canadian Cancer Society.
Her interests in technology and web
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development led her to pursue her
current role as a Web Developer at
Ryerson University. Working at the
University has also given Martha the
opportunity to continue studying and
improving her skills on a personal and
professional level. She is interested in
learning new things all the time…but
that comes with the job! Martha
enjoys bringing ideas to life and
communicating with audiences
through visual concepts. She used to
draw too, but lately is stuck to the
computer, so sometime in the future
hopes that she can do some painting
and drawing as a hobby.
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profound sorrow that we miss,
remember and honour the lives of
our eight LTC residents lost during
and due to COVID. Like the picture
below notes, they are dwelling deep
in our hearts and will be forever
missed.

Overcoming vs Loss:
The picture below shows our team
leads' reaction of cheering as Toronto
Public Health declared the COVID
outbreak over at SCOC.

Meanwhile, as we celebrate
overcoming COVID, it is with the most

COVID-19 remains a continuous
threat in each of our lives. We urge
you to, and we will also continue to
practice and implement Infection
Prevention and Control Protocols.
Our Mission: Guided by Christian faith and
Mennonite heritage, we nurture the health and
well-being of older adults and families in our
community.
Our Vision: We will lead the way to new models
of service, housing and care that define a healthy
community for people of all ages.
To contribute: Please contact Isaac Weinroth.
Email: i.weinroth@scoc.ca; 416-757-8757 ext.
237
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